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ABSTRACT
A suitable interpolation method is essential to keep the noise level minimum along with the timedelay. In recent years, many different interpolation filters have been developed for instance
H.264-6 tap filter, and AVS- 4 tap filter. This work demonstrates the effects of a four-tap lowpass tap filter (Grid-adaptive filter) on a hole-filled depth image. This paper provides (i) a
general form of uniform interpolations for both integer and sub-pixel locations in terms of the
sampling interval and filter length, and (ii) compares the effect of different finite impulse
response filters on a depth-image. Furthermore, the author proposed and investigated an
integrated Grid-adaptive filter, that implement hole-filling and interpolation concurrently,
causes reduction in time-delay noticeably along with high PSNR .
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 3-D computer graphics, a depth map is an image or image channel that contains information
relating to the distance of the surfaces of scene objects from a viewpoint [1]. Once the original
image and depth image is given, 3-D can be synthesized by mapping pixel coordinates one by one
according to its depth value. It is the next emerging revolution after the high definition video and
is the key technology in advanced three dimensional television systems (3-D TV) and free-view
television systems [2-4]. A new member of 3-D sensor family, kinect has drawn great attention of
researchers in the field of 3-D computer vision for its advantage of consumer price and real time
nature. Based on a structured light technique, Kinect is able to generate depth and colour images
at a speed of about 30 fps [5]. However, limited by depth measuring principle and object surface
properties, the depth image captured by the Kinect contains missing data as well as noise. These
areas of missing data are known as holes. Holes appear due to sharp horizontal changes in depth
image, thus the location and size of holes differ from frame to frame. Several attempts are made
to remove the noise and filling of holes with the correct data to make it suitable for different
applications by means of bilateral and median-filters [6]. Apart from hole-filling, image
interpolation as well occurs in all digital pictures at several stages [7]. Interpolation is the process
of determining the values of a function at positions lying between its samples. It achieves this
process by fitting a continuous function through the discrete input samples. This permits input
values to be evaluated at arbitrary positions excluding those defined at the sample points.
Interpolation is required to produce a larger image than the one captured and finds an imperative
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consign in transmission of 3-D images. 3-D images have been used in robotic guidance, product
profiling and object tracking, in battle preparation, medical diagnosis and many more [8]. These
all applications require both hole-filling and interpolation to provide a preferred output. A suitable
interpolation method is essential to keep the noise level minimum along with the time-delay. The
standard/conventional procedure to interpolate a depth image is to first fill the holes and then
apply the interpolation filter that leads to low PSNR and a great time-complexity. In recent years,
many different interpolation filters have been developed for instance H.264-6 Tap filter, AVS- 4
tap filter and so on [9-10].
The standard/conventional procedure to interpolate a depth image is to first fill the holes and then
apply the interpolation filter that leads to low PSNR and a great time-complexity. Recently, a
texture-adaptive hole-filling algorithm is proposed for post-processing of rendered image on 3D
video to save the computational cost [11]. The algorithm first determines the type of holes, and
then fills the missed pixels in raster-order depending upon hole types and texture gradient of
neighbors with simple data operation, which benefits for fast processing. Further, the quality of
virtual view images from rendering is demonstrated by establishing a connection of pixel
coordinate warping between reference image and virtual image in the rendering process, to make
a quick decision on the position of hole region and its edge [12]. Subsequently, by outward
expanding the edge of holes, warping error pixels are covered. Then, hole-filling is through using
use mean filter and the image restoration method after eliminating the false contour by image
synthesis. Nonlinear filters called Spline Adaptive Filters (SAFs), implementing the linear part of
the Wiener architecture with an IIR filter instead of an FIR one are also come into picture to
improve the PSNR and computational delay [13]. This paper investigates a four-tap Grid-adaptive
filter on a hole-filled depth image that provides uniform interpolations for both integer and subpixel locations in terms of the sampling interval and filter length. Further, it compares with other
different finite impulse response filters and investigates the integrated grid adaptive filter to
reduce the time delay.

2. THEORETICAL & EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The depth image I is a 2D grid of KV x KH pixels. The pixels denote the distance of the objects in
real scene according to its image co-ordinates [4]. The holes are areas in the image that have
invalid (missing) data. Each pixel has 8 neighbouring pixels that share a face or a vertex with the
centre pixel. Our goal is to go through the image and fill up the holes in the image. Let each pixel
in the image be denoted as I (v, h), where v, h can be any integer value between 0 and KV, KH
respectively. If I (v, h) = 0, then that pixel is a part of a hole. A 3 x 3 gaussian weighted averaging
filter is used to fill the holes. The filter takes the weighted average of the depth values of its
neighbours and replaces the hole with the obtained averaged value. The weights are decided such
that the neighbour pixels, that are holes themselves, are ignored while the non-zero valued pixels
are used to find the new value of the hole-pixel.
Let the vertical and horizontal distances between the two nearest known pixels be Tv and Th ,
respectively. Subsequently, the aim is to insert and interpolate N v and N h pixels within the
intervals of Tv and Th respectively. So, after the interpolation, we will have a sum of
[ K v (1 + N v ) − N v ] × [ K h (1 + N h ) − N h ] pixels and the sampling intervals for vertical and horizontal

directions will be changed to Dv = Tv /(1 + N v ) and Dh = Th /(1 + N h ) respectively. For example,
Figure 1 shows the case of N v = N h = 1 with Dv = Tv / 2 and Dh = Th / 2 .
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Figure 1. Uniformly spaced interpolation (a) before interpolation with known (bold square) pixels, (b) After
Interpolation for missing (dotted square) pixels

Therefore, the general formula for 1-D interpolation filter will be
y ( KT + n∆ ) =

M
y ( KT + mT )P ( mT − n∆ )
∑
m= M +1

… (1)

Where, n denotes the pixel location to be interpolated within two reference samples i.e. (KT) and
(KT + T). So, we need to evaluate equation (1) for all (1-N). The expression (1) covers both
fractional and integral pixel interpolations. For the fractional locations, the value of ∆ is kept less
than 1 while for integral locations the value of ∆ is always greater than 1. The proposed-4 tap
filter is obtained using the Langrage interpolation, which is used to generalise the linear
interpolation by approximating the sinc function [10]. The Lagrange interpolation kernel is an Lth
order polynomial function determined by L+1 values in the following function,

P(t + mT − n∆) =

QmT −n∆ (t )
QmT −n∆ (mT − n∆)

… (2)

Where,

QmT − n∆ (t ) = ∏ (t − ( kt − n∆ ))
k

(t − ( mt − n∆ ))

… (3)

For any sampling grid layout and scale, the filter coefficients can be calculated by fitting (3) to
the grid. The PSNR is measured for different filters such as the linear averaging filter, H.264-6
Tap filter with coefficients (1,-5, 20, 20, -5, 1 ) / 32, the AVS- 4 Tap filter with coefficients ( -1,
5, 5,-1 ) / 8 and the proposed-4 tap grid adaptive filter with coefficients ( -1, 9, 9, -1 ) / 16 to
recommend the best one. All test images are taken from the Middlebury Database (2006) and are
expanded as the same sampling layout and scale of the proposed 4-Tap filter i.e. doubling the
number of rows and columns with T = 2, N = 1, M= 2, and ∆ = 1). For evaluating the
performance the simulated filters, all images are expanded at the same sampling layout and scale
of the filters (i.e. doubling the number of rows and columns with T = 2 , N = 1 , M = 2 , and
D = 1 ). For computation, the images are reduced to half before interpolation so that the size of
image remains same after hole-filling and interpolation. The PSNR is calculated between a
perfect image and its noisy approximation and can be easily defined via mean squared error
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( MSE ). For a given noise-free m × n monochrome image ' I ' and its noisy approximation ' K ' ,
MSE is defined as:

MSE =

1 m −1 n−1
∑∑ ( I (i, j ) − K (i, j )2
mn i =0 j =0

… (4)

and PSNR is measured as

 I2
PSNR = 10 log  MAX
MSE
10 


 I MAX 
 = PSNR = 20 log 


10  MSE 

… (5)

As shown in the Table 1, although the filter length is shorter than H.264-6, the proposed 4-Tap
filter yields the highest average PSNR. The obtained results show that the proposed-4 filter with
the coefficients (-1, 9, 9, -1) / 16 has almost equal influence to the H.264 filter in terms of PSNR
evaluation. Consequently, it is suggested to recommend H.264-6 filter to produce high quality
images. Otherwise, the proposed-4 filter is a better option that provides high quality images along
with minimal time processing delays as it is used four level tapping. Further, besides the PSNR
values, the time-complexity of the proposed integrated adaptive filter is also evaluated.
Conventionally, RGBD images are enhanced by implementing interpolation and hole-filling
algorithm independently but it leads to a large amount of time-complexity along with low PSNR .
In this work, the author proposed an integrated adaptive filter that implements hole-filling and
interpolation concurrently. The time-complexity of the conventional filter is deliberated as
O 9 * n 2 though the proposed integrated filter has a time-complexity of O 8 * n 2 . Accordingly,

(

)

(

)

( )

it is obvious that a reduction of O n 2 is reported through the projected filtering scheme.
Table 1. Measured PSNR using different Filters
Measured PSNR
Image

Aloe
Baby 2
Baby 3
Bowling 2
Cloth
Cloth 3
Computer
Flowerpots
Lampshade 2
Rocks

Linear
Average
Filter

AVS- 4 Tap
Filter

H.264- 6 Tap
Filter

Grid
Adaptive-4
Tap Filter

39.9108
47.109
47.1809
44.2
47.6444
49.6144
42.7804
45.0702
44.0775
51.6279

40.0318
47.2672
47.4044
44.4352
47.7766
49.7569
43.0139
45.2199
44.3312
51.8097

40.0684
47.2149
47.2218
44.3577
47.7397
49.6258
42.0716
45.0892
44.1833
51.6726

40.0846
47.2845
47.4055
44.4295
47.8162
49.7836
42.9928
45.2617
44.3026
51.8243

3. CONCLUSIONS
To demonstrate the power of grid adaptive filter, the PSNR is measured for different filters to
determine the best one. In our experiments, it has been shown that the grid adaptive four-tap filter
yields the highest average PSNR values (almost same as that of the six-tap filter). Moreover, it
offers minimum time delays than that of six-tap filter on integrating hole-filling and interpolation
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in tandem. Accordingly, it is suggested to use the proposed integrated Grid adaptive filter for the
enhancement of depth images.
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